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CHAPTER l
UITRODUCTlOM

Jack Yates Senior Bi1h School ts located in
■etropolitan

Houston, Texas.

Jack Yates is

(1) a

com-

prehensive hiah school, and (2) a co-unity-centered
hiah school .

As a coaprehensive high school, the view-

point ts endorsed that the educational program of the
school should correspond to the educational needs of all
youth of the
The

co■-untty.

contents of this investtaation to follow will

concern itself with the vocational education department
at Jack Yates.

The vocational proaraa begins with pro-

viding the students with purposeful learntn1 activities
and experiences that will atve them an understanding of
aaterials and ideas and their use and relationship.
progra■

The

furnishes opportunities for students to develop

innate desires in plannins and making things with tools
and materials .

The stttdent ts given an intensified

proaram which develops skills and technical
for specialization.

infor■ation

Further interpretation of the various

phases of vocational education reveals that it is an es-

sential part of the total educational program at Jack Yates.
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The vocational education department offers trade
trainin1 in the following areas:

automobile

■echanics,

co-ercial arts, commercial foods, cleaning and pressing,
cosmetoloc,

■etalworking,

photo1raphy, printing, vocation-

al agriculture, vocational draftin&, vocational electricity
and vocational sewiq .

Students enrolled in these courses

are receiving better trade trainina today than ever before .
Modern facilities, to include buildings,

material,

equip■ent,

tools and supplies along with well-trained teachers, provide
a

wholeso■e

ataospbere for these courses.

These trade-

preparatory classes give the students practical and related
training in the baaic skills of certain trades to enable
them to enter

■ajor

industrial trades as workers .

Students

enrolled in this progrn take other related subjects and at
the saae

ti■e

graduation .

fulfill the requirements for high school
Since this 1s true, it is sate to say that the

progrn at Jack Yates is functional in terms of developing

skills, attitudes, interests, and related knowledge ot
industrial materials, processes and desians.
Educators are constantly trying to
educational

progra■s

i■prove

upon

in order to produce a better student.

In our complex and chan11n1 industrial world, due to autoaatton, new process, technological changes and the apace era,
this should be especially true in the area of vocational
education.

A program which is functional only in terms of

developing skills may or

■ay

not be adequate enouah to meet
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the needs ot future Jack Yates 1raduates.
depart■ent

The vocational

offers trade trainin& in twelve trade areas.

These twelve trade areas serve approximately five hundred
students.

This is approximately one-fourth of the student

population .

If the vocational program at Jack Yates is

expected to keep pace with a changing industrial world,
certain new

ele■ents

into the pro1raa.

11\l&t be developed and incorporated

These new elements would increase the

effectiveness of the program and as a results aeet the
needs of more and

■ore

of these students .

Vocational education in the future should go a few
steps beyond developiq skills and related knowledge.

To

do so would increase the possibilities of students obtatntna their occupational goals.

The freedom of the individual

to choose his occupation in the early years ts an article
of Allertcan faith .

A 100d vocational proaraa will have its

influence upon this freedom of choice.

During the hiah

school years young people need assistance to clarify their
understanding of their aptitudes, interests, and vocational
coals, to learn about the range of occupations and how to
relate their present schooling to their f uture work and
careers .

A 100d vocational education department for Jack

Yates Senior Rich School in the foreseeable future should
provide for the following: occupational guidance counselor,
occupational plannina service, occupational information
service, and a placement and follow-up service.
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To develop these elements as a total part of the
vocational education program would further insure Jack
Yates as a source of manpower tor industry.
STATEIIEMT 01' PROBLEM

At the request of Pres ident John

r.

Kennedy, a panel

of consultants conducted a study on Vocational Education
in the United States.

This report entitled, Education,

For A. Chan1ing World o f ~, was submitted to the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1961.

The panel

■ade

several aajor reco-endations some of which are listed
below:
Recomaendattons:
1.

Expand vocational education and technical
training proaraas consistent with employment
possibilities and national eeono■ic needs .

2.

Adequate service and facilities to assure
quality in all vocational and technical
prograas .

3.

Occupational and guidance services to be
available for all students .

This investi1ation will concern itself priaarily •tth the
third recoaaendation listed above .

To develop four major

elements of an occupational guidance service tor the
Vocational Education Department of Jack Yates High School .
ln order to assure a quality pro1raa consistent with
employment possibilities and national economic needs, the
followtna questions must be answered:
Questions:
1.

In an effort to make an occupational guidance
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service of practical value to all students,
what should be the requirements, qualifications,
and role of the guidance counselor?
2.

If a vocational planning service ts developed
to advise and give directions to students'
vocational choices, what should be the nature
and scope of such a service?

3.

What should be the characteristics of an
occupational information service to support
a sound vocational ed~oatton program?

4.

In order for a placement and follow-up service
to be effective as the fourth stage in the
occupational guidance program, how should it
be oraanized and administered?

LIMITATION

or

THE STUDY

This tnvesttgatton will be limited to the vocational
education department at Jack Yates Senior High School.

IIIPORTANC.E OP THE STUDY
Vocational Education, which includes the facilities of
private and public trade schools as well as the training
facilities of industry and commerce, constitutes America's
greatest resource of manpower .

Most important of all,

however, is the increasing emphasis which should be placed
upon the vocational program to insure a continued upgrading
of all aspects of the program .
There are several major factors which point out why
these four elements of an occupational guidance service
should be developed as a part of the vocational educa tion
program at Jack Yates .
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Among these factors are:
1.

J~ck Yates Senior High is a common school;
hence, it enrolls practically every student
who finishes the ninth grade. The needs of
these stud~nts are many. It is at this time
the guidance counselor should play a ma jor
role.

2.

The community looks to the school to accept
certain responsibilities. To help youth plan
their school courses and their post-school
lives . Many parents are not familiar with
the opportunities for education, employment,
or further training . This is evidence that a
vocational planning service is justified.

3.

Industry and business seek a large number of
different skills as they seek to hire workers.
An understanding of these opportunities by the
school youth is a function of the occupational
information service.

4.

The community also expects the school to use
personal techniques for helping students solve
problems. A placement and follow-up program
would be helpful with the problem of finding
jobs.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms are defined 1n order to help
clarify the reader's understanding of this investigation.
1.

Occupational ~idance - the over-all term used to
designate a set of resource services provided by
the school, aimed directly at improving the students occupational outlook, a service otherwise
not provided for by the curriculum.

2.

Occupational information service - occupational
information as used in this investigation m~ans
all accurate and usable information about jobs
and occupations.

3.

Occupational planning - a process of collecting,
recording, calculati ng and utilizing information
concerning all students.

4.

Occupational adjustment - a type of social service
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designed to help people find and prepare for
the kind ot work they are most clearly qualified by aptitude and inclinLtion to perform .

REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES
A study conducted by the National Manpower Council
entitled, A Policy~ Skilled Manpower, 1s the fourth
publication of the National Manpower Council .

The Council

was established at Columbia University in the Spring of
The Pord 7oundation made the irant for the study.

1951 .

The purpose of the council was to study significant
manpower problems and to contribute to the improved
development and utilization of the country's human
resources .
'

1

In this study it was stated:

Most experts have agreed that a well-organized public

school vocational guidance program should provide the followiq:

(1) a vocational information service, which

collects occupational information; (2) a personal data
collecting service, which obtains information about the
individual; (3) a counseling service, in which the indi-

vidual is helped to study himself, his occupational
opportunities, and his occupational goals and plans; (4)
a placement service, which helps the individual make job
adjustments. "
In a study conducted by the Research Council of

Great Cities Programs for School Improvement entitled,
Educatdon

!.2£

Tomorrow's World o f ~, a study of school
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improvement., it was stated: " If students are to find
appropriate places in occupations, an effective guidance
program is essential., general guidance will not do the
job. "
A panel of consultants was appointed in October of
1961 to study vocational education in the United States,

This panel submitted its report to the Secretary of Beal1h,
Education, and Welfare entitled, Education~!, Changing
World of Work.

The panel was charged with the responsi-

bilities of reviewing and evaluating the current National
Vocational Education Acts .

In Chapter IV,

it was stated:

''The areas of service common to all the occupational
categories of vocational education are:

Occupational

information, vocational guidance, supervision and
teacher training, research, youth organiz ation, instructional materials, and administration .

The effectiveness

of vocational education depend largely upon bow well
these servtces function in support of the instructtonal

program. "

Source of Data:

A small portion of the material

included has been developed through actual knowledge and
experiences in the f i eld of teaching
Considerable information comes from other issues,
articles, and bibliographies.

A review of the following

investigations provide a bas ts for this report:

(1)

National Manpower Council--! Policy for Skilled Manpower;
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(2) Department of Labor--Job Guides for Young Worker;
(3) American Vocational Journal--var1ous issues.
Method of Procedure:

The research method to be

used in this investigation will be experimental in nature,
in an attempt to recolDDlend changes in existing conditions

within a vocational program.

ORGANIZATION

or

THE REPORT

The proposed occupational pidance service consisting
of four component parts will be discussed in the following

manner:

Chapter 11 of this investigation will discuss the

role of the occupattonal guidance counselor.

Chapter Ill

will be concerned with the nature and scope of the occupational planning service.

Chapter IV will deal with

characteristics of an occupational info~ation service.
Chapter V will discuss the organization and administering
of a placement and follow-up service.

A summary of this

investigation will be given at the end of the discussion.

CHAPTER II
OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
Before one journeys into somewhat unfamiliar areas,
it is often necessary and always worthwhile to have a

glance at a aap.

In the present discussion of vocational

preparation and placement, an attempt will be made to
illuminate and perhaps clarify these types of services as
sound elements of an occupational guidance proaram at Jack
Yates Senior High School.

To the extent that they are

adequate, realistic, and intelltngently coordinated, the

school may be considered as having a well-rounded program.
To the extent that these characteristics are absent in any
given situation, the need for expanded or changed activity
may be said to exist.
Within the organization of the vocational education
department at Jack Yates there should be provided a welltrained occupational counselor.

The department, made up

of twelve trade areas and serving approximately five
hundred students, should be organized in such order that
the role of the occupational counselor ts of great importance.

"Counseling has but one major atm:

to assist each

student to make more effective adjustment to the environment
in which he lives."
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If this aim 1s to be carried out effectively, a
counselor who leads a triple life must be fitted to the
job. 1 He must be a fine craftman, an excellent teacher,
and a superior counselor.
Counseling is cer,t ainly a personal service.

The

action, the destiny, the very being of the person receiv•

ing the service are changed-if that service is at all
effective.

Assuming, for the sake of easy discussion, that

one person can perform all the duties of a counselor, what
k ind of person is he?

basic intelli~ence.

Obviously, he is a person with:

good

Be has a mind that can use knowledge,

whether this has been obtained through experience, formal
.teaching or otherwise.

The counselor is a person of culture,

in the best sense of the word.

He must have a wide knowledge

of the world and its ways, especially in the field of occupations.

While that knowledge need not be encyclopedia, it

certainly cannot be meager.
special concern.

The field of occupations ts his

He should know the possibilities for future

employment, and the roads of education and training that
lead to them.

He should know about people, the motives,

inhibitions, the quirks, the springs that make them the
individuals that they are.

A counselor is also s k illful in

Edward C. Roeber, "Organtzatton and Administration of
Guidance Service," (New York: HcOraw-B111 Book Company, Inc.,
1955).
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the employment of certain techniques of testing, the
techniques of interviewing, the techniques of findtng jobs
and placing people tn them.
qualities.

Be must have special personal

Be has both sympathy and objectivity.

an inteerated personality.

Be has

Be is willing to serve and help

others .
STUDENT NEEDS

At Jack Yates, freedom of opportunity is an article of
the school's faith.

The administration and majority of 1ts

teachers believe that every student should be free to enter
any occupation for which he can qualify.

When discriminatory

practices restrict this freedom of opportunity, they arouse
a school-wide controversy.

Yet freedom of opportunity is

restricted by a condition far more Widespread and far less
obvious than other discriminatory practices.

The general

ignorance among youngsters and almost equally among the elders ,
the parents, of the many opportunities now available is still
far too great.

Ignorance of available occupational oppor-

tunities can be effectively eliminated through the role ot
the occupational guidance counselor.

Although a youngster

often reads about different kinds of work with which he can
have no first band experience, when he thinks about choosing
a field of work, be is likely to be most influenced by the
occupations he has actually encountered.

\

Generally, these

occupations are limited to the principal professions, and
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the services and trades be becomeg acquainted with in the
course of his daily life.

Consequently, the average

youngst er becomes faailiar with only a tiny fraction of the
many different types of work which exist.
As our economy has arown, so has the number of occupa-

tions that support it.

As our technology has become more

specialized, so have the kinds of jobs that maintain it.
The Occupational Outlook Handbook of the U. S. Department
of Labor describes 433 occupations.

The U. S

Employment

Service's Dictionary of Occupational Titles describe 22,028
different jobs; that is, the specific duties performed by
individuals in their work.
Casual fBJD111arity with an occupation may leave one
ignorant of its actual diversity and requirements .

For

example, the Dictionary of Occupational Titles lists about

60 different job categories under the main title of carpenter.

To naae a few, there are acoustical carpenters,

foundry carpe~ters, and refrtgerator carpenters.

The

newest occupation of draftmen is similarly subdivided .
The latter ts an example of an occupation in which even
the specializations have become sub-specialized .

.

With such an enormous diversity of job opportunities
open to the qualified, it is obviously desirable that some
systematic procedure exist through which a youngster is
informed about the occupations for which he might qualify
and told how be can prepare for them properly.

SUch
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assistance become critically important at the time the young
person is ready to enter secondary school.

Ro lonier can

he simply accept an assigned curriculum as he did in elementary school.

Be bas reached the point where he must ~egin

to make choices .

Shall he take a general, college prepara-

tory, or vocational course?
lvhile in secondary school, the individual should be

making a tentative occupational choice.

"Occupational

choice is a gradual process in which a compromise ts eventually reached between a person's abilities, interests, and
values, and the realistic necessities presented by his
actual opportunities for preparation and employment . " 2

Although knowledge of the world of work is clearly not the
only element needed to make sound decistons about one's
high school education, it is highly valuable.

Unless

deliberate steps are taken to supply such knowledge, most
young people w1 11 be handicapped in attempting to make
sound occupational prane
1·

.. Learning

about the relationship between education and

occupational opportunities is important to youngsters for a
second reason.

As they move into their teens, they often

become less Willing to attend school and take it seriously
unless they understand the advantage of doing so.

The

realization of bow their education help motivate youngsters
to take full advantage of their educational opportunities.

National Manpower Council - "A Policy for Skilled
Manpower, " (New York: Columbia University Press, 1954).
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lf students understand that their early selection of
courses of study

■ay

restrict their freedom to make sub-

sequent educational and occupattonal choices, if they can
perceive the important of their schooling tn preparing them
for the work they mi&ht want to do - in short, it they are
shown the relationship between education and their future
occupational opportunities, most of them would probably be
far more interested in their edUcati on.

The inability to

understand the function of education as preparation tor work
often cause students to leave hiah school early or to become
recalcitrant students who merely go through the motions of
attendtna school until they reach t he leg~.l age at which

they can withdraw.
Jack Yates mus t occupy the most effective position for
eiving a student the occupational guidance he will need to

prepare himself for work .

The school must acquaint incomtns

students with its curriculum and in the proces s can indicate
the value of education as a whole and the specific usefulness
of different parts of the curriculum 1n terms of the individual's aptitude and interest.

The occupational auidance

counselor should obtain from local indus try and other sources
the vocational data and many types of infor mation so students
can have a better idea ot how thetr preparation will affect
their chance when looking for a job.

For all these reasons,

the occupational guidance counselor should have a critical
role to play at Jack Yates.
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DEPARTMENTAL MEEDS

•

Thus far, consideration has been confined to the needs

of the students.

The needs of the student and the needs of

the vocational department can be separated, although they
often appear one and the same .
The vocational educational department provides students

with the skills which enable them to get and hold jobs.

The

department is successful if it achieves this objective.

Be-

cause the department is quite complex, preparina many students
for many occupations, certain services are necessary to make
the department more effective and more efficient.

Certainly

the services of the occupational guidance counselor cannot
be overshadowed.

The services the counselor might render

are of value only to the extent that they assist in the
teaching-learning process.

A

few of these services are:

testing, counseling with students, admtsston of students
to the department, curriculum development, assisting
teachers and evaluating the department.

An additional

service of the occupational counselor is to promote better
public understanding of vocational education and to inform
other classroom teachers, parents, and students ot the
offerings and opportunities available within the department.
Probably nothing 1s as helpful to the teachers in the
department as good instructional matertal.

In most academic

subjects, the demand is so great and the need so standardized
that individual writers and commercial publishers can develop
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print and distribute adequate instructional materials.
many vocational subjects this ts not true.

For

The development

of the material is often far beyond the ability, available
time, or motivation of the teacher.

The occupational

counselor could aid the department by developing a small
occupational library or instructional material center.
Some materials to supplement the teacher's own are: text
and reference books, procedure •anuals, operation, Job and
assignment sheets, laboratory manuals, study guides, teets,
instructor's guides, teaching aids and magazines .

The

audio-visual section will have films, filmstrips, charts,
tape recordings, transparencies, models, mock-ups, and

cutaways, etc.
The occupational counselor will also see to it that
the department is not severely handicapped by inadequate
statistical reporting.

Often there is a lack of sufficient

evidence to make an adequate evaluation of its methods and
achievements.

Evidence might be lacking as to the number

of students who graduate from different trade areas wtthin
the department.

Information is generally not available

concerning the number of students who get Jobe; and even
less information is available regarding their success after
employment.
The occupational counselor will conduct follow-up
studies of all students as they leave the department.

As

they enter employment, a study will determine bow their
training was of assistance.

Thts information will be used
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to keep the department appraised of apparent weaknesses

in the instructional program which become evident.
COIOIUNITY

NIBDS

One of the most valuable services the occupational
guidance counselor can render ts t o assist youth in bridging the cap between school life and the world of work .

Progress toward the development of an occupational information service will be greatly accelerated when we begin
to realize its importance as a total part of the occupational
guidance program .

Chapter IV will discuss in detail this

particular service.
It is not enough tor the counselor to know the need of

the students and the department .
know the local community needs.

Be must employ himself to
This is important because

most students leaving Jack Yates look for their first job
in their home community .

The range of occupations in which

the student has the opportunity to get a job is influenced

by the j obs open to him in his local labor marker .

The

Houston area o~ters job opportunities in technical work,
constructton, printing, public utility, custom production
repair, and the service occupations.

The counselor will

use various methods to obtain his information of community

needs.
tact.

But if at all poss ible, be should use personal conVisitations to local industry, plants, mills, and

stores where students will get jobs will provide a great
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deal of first hand information.

The types of information

the occupational counselor will need to know about the local
industry are:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Workers qualifications
Working conditions

Special qualifications
Working hours

5.

Pay

6.
7.
8.
9.

Skill required
Humber of workers normally employed
Employment opportunities for youth
The relationship between training received
as students and occupations performed as workers
Unmet needs in occupattonal guidance, vocational
preparation, and placement service.

10.

SELECTION CRITERIA
A most important decision that school administrators and

other school officials mus t make in developing the occupational guidance program lies in the selection of the staff
and qualified personnel to carry out its majo r activities,
The auidance program is almost certain to fall short of its
objectives unless the administrator is careful in his
selection of the occupational counselor.

ln the counselor's contacts with pupils, parents and
other persons in the community, the counselor is consciously
or unconsciously engaged in deve loping personal relationships
which affect the success of the guidance program.

Moreover,

and of greater importance, the counselor directly affects,
in one way or another, the ~ives of individuals through his
counseling responsibilities.
contacts with teachers .

Also to be considered are his

Whatever the basis then, for
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selecting the counselor, the process ts an exceedingly
important one.
Probably all conceivable crtterta have been used at
one time or another in the selection of school counselors.
Constderattons should be given to the qualtftcattona of an
occupattonal guidance counselor for Jack Yates.

An occupational counselor needs special training for
his Job.

Considerable study ts necessary in the general

field of psychology with special courses tn vocational
guidance, test1n1 and counseltna.

It should be c~phasized

however, that one does not become a competent counselor
merely by earning colleae degrees.

In addition to his

training the qualified occupational counselor must really
know the job and their requirements.
tion be cannot find in books.

Much of this informa-

Therefore, the best counselors

are men and woaen who have had actual work experience tn a
variety of occupattone.

A competent counselor ts likely

to be a person of mature judgment and broad experiences
gatned from several years of successful employment.
neecauee counseltna is really a professton comparable to
tbe btgheet level in the field of teachiq, considerable
experience in the work itself ts requisite to success. •13
A review of the qualifications contained in this
1nvesttgat1on reveals three types of criteria which are

Frank Endicott, "Vocational Planning, " (Scranton,
Pennsylvanta: International Textbook Company).
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recommended as characteristic of the competent counselor:
(1) personal qualifications; (2) training; and (3) experience .

In outline form, the following qualifications

represent a synthesis of all recommendations .
I.

Personal qualifications
a.
b.
c.
d.

II.

Scholastic aptitude sufficient to enable
him to complete work on a graduate school .
Interest similar to individuals who are
interested in working with people.
Ability to work with people.
Personality factors, qualities considered
significant are : tact, poise, a sense of
humor, a sense of worth, good health,
pleasing voice and the ability to profit
from mistakes.

Training

a.

General education

1.
2.

III.

The master's degree from an accredited
institution.
The fulfillment of a requirement for
teaching and counseling certificates .

Experience
a. Teaching experience sufficient to demonstrate
a knowledge of educational settings and the
ability to work successfully with students,
teachers, and parents.
b. Non-educational work experience sufficient to
demonstrate some understanding of the world
of work .
c. Counseling experience sufficient to demonstrate
competency.

FUNCTIONS OF OCCUPATIONAL COUNSELOR
"When a person makes an educational or occupational decision without due consideration of his strength and his
opportunities, he wastes his potential abilities, and the
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community's manpower resources are correspondingly
weakened.•·•
It will be the over-all function of the occupational
counselor in this proposed program at Jack Yates to give
the youth who come to him some idea of their own ab111t1es
and of the world of work.

Since these duties are numerous

and varied, it is inevitable that there should be differences
of opinion as to which should be generally emphasized.

Even

if occupational auidance were to restrict itself to helpina
individuals prepare for work, it would still have to provide
an imposing array of services .

Most experts have agreed

that a well-rounded organized public school vocational
arutdance program should provide the following:

(1) a

vocational informati on service which collects occupational
information; (2) a personar data collecting service, which
obtains information about the individual; (3) a counseling
service, in which the individual is helped to study himself,
his occupational goals and plans; (4) a placement service,
which helps the individual get into contact with job opportunities and work out a job getting program; (5) followup and research service designed both to evaluate the
program and to help the individual make job adjustments.
The competent counselor will work effectively wtth
students on their individual

pro~le■s

and, at the same, time,

National Manpower Council - "A Policy for Skilled Manpower," (New York: Columbia University Press, 1954).
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aid the admt ntstrat ors and teachers in their understanding
of student needs .

Likewise, he provides technical leader-

ship With respect to effective guidance practices.

As a

result, he plays a dual role of counseling with students
as well as providing consultative service to other professional workers tn the school setting.

EXPECTED OUTCOME OF COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

-·

Unless the occupational guidance services provided for

students during the period they are in school are performed
effectively, the most important contribution suidance and
counseling could make to student satisfaction and to the
economic and soctal efficiency will be lost.

Effective

occupational guidance should encourage many young people
to derive more value from their education and training.
If this service is made available to help reduce
possible waste of student's occupational choices, it must
have certain objectives to achieve.

A functional objective

of occupational guidance must be to make students aware of
the need to give more deliberate thought to the problem of
their occupational choice ,

A second objective should be

to help young people avoid early acceptance of overly modest
occupational goals .

This ts closely related to the third

objective, keeping young people from committing themselves
to curricula of courses that will prevent them from changi ng
or raising their occupational sights later.
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Next. occupational guidance needs to help a young
person discover the ran1e of occupational goals he can
reasonably expect to attain and the opportunities available to him for education and training.

Lastly, the

success of all these objectives depend upon the occupational counselors' helping students to learn the value of
getting as much as they can out of their high school
education.
The responsibility for contributing to sound occupational choices must be borne not only by the occupational
expert, but by all the sectors of the community capable of
making effective contributions - the family, teachers,

industry, mass communtcatton media, the armed services and
government at local, state and federal levels.

A key task

for the guidance program is to stimulate these contributions
and, by integrating them, encourage their effective use.
SUIOIARY

,

Counselina was stated to be a personal service.

It is

a unique school and guidance service which depends upon
sever al important factors. Its potential usefulness is a
function of the selected counselor ' s competency.

The acid

test of the counselor ' s competency will be in his ability
to serve the needs of the students, the department, and the
COJDJBUDity.

Because the counselor needs a great amount of training
and background to perform his duties, he mus t possess certain
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qualifications, training, and characteristics .

Many of

these requirements Will necessitate certain trainin1 nrid
skills in addition to those required of the ordtnary classroom teacher.

When the counselor with the proper qualifi-

cations are selected by the criteria established in this
chapter, he should be assigned duties through the performance of which he can make the greatest contribution.

CHAPTER Ill

OCCUPATIONAL PLAlfNlNG SERVICE
Students enrolled at Jack Yates Senior High School have
privileges and opportunities that no other time ever had.
Yet, in viewing the future, they are beset with anxiety and
uncertainty.

The paramount question is, " Wi ll I find

satisfactory placement in work - work for which I am suited
by

ability, aptitude, and training? 11

To solve this problem,

youth require sympathetic understanding, wise direction and
intelligent guidance.

Teachers and counselors can play a

most iaportant role in helping young students take the
proper steps in the selection of their careers.
Occupational planning service ts essentially a type of
service designed to help students find and prepare for the
kind of work they are most clearly qualified by aptitude and
inclination to perform.

It is a type of service which is

1enerally needed by students and one which is to seldom
adequately provided for.

THE NEED J'OR OCCUPATIONAL PLAlfNING
The person who, as a worker, i s a round peg in a square
hole .i s neither happy or productive.

Occupat1onal maladjust-

ment, is like such occupational diseases as silicosis and
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lead poisoning, substantially reduces both what the worker
contributes to, and what he derives from, his job.

Any

program capable of reducing this maladjustment pays divi•
dends to employee and employer altke.

By lifting the

worker ' s morale, it adds something vital to the stability
of society; by reducing turnover and increasing the worker's
productivity, it contributes the efficiency of our economy .
As the vocattonal education department attempts to
improve its training program, individualized planning by
students emerges as a necessary part of its overall
objectives.
As the curriculum expands, the need for careful choice
becomes more important.

As adult society becomes more

complex, the need for information about the society becomes
more acute.

As teachers attempt to individual instructions,

the need for more and better information about students
becomes more essential.

As students are encouraged to be-

come more self- directive, their need for understanding
themselves becomes more evident .

Because of these and

many other similar conditions, occupational counselors and
teachers are concerned with the Vital role played by
individualized planning activities for students.
The vocational department strives on the assumption
that each student should strive for maximum personal
development.

A further assumption that each student must

sometime take bis place in life as a productive
society ts also tnescapable .

me■ber

of

These two assumptions imply
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that each student should plan hts school activities
accordina to some definite pattern.
Too often the educational program ts planned almost
entirely for the pupil who plans to enter college upon
graduation from high school.

Thus the student who has no

post-high-school educational plans may be inadequately
served.

The s-tudent who ts likely to rematn in the community

as an unskilled, stat-skilled, clerical, sales, ' or skilled
worker is as essential to the welfare of society as one
whose vocational choice is attainable only through college
education.
The plans of these two students are different, but
neither assumes

i■portance

over the other.

The stgniftcant

consideration is that some educational service must recognize the personal goals of each pupil and assist him to
formulate realistic ones.
The process of assembling and synthesizing data about
students ts essential to planning by students.

In the

absence of developmental data, any attempt to assist pupils
to make· intelligent plans, chotcee, ' or decis tons will fail
of its purpose.

AlMS AND OB~IVES
The occupati~n~l plann+ng service ts considered to be
the over-all term used to designate a set of services, aimed
'

'

directly at improvi~ and helping students make occupational
choices.

The planning service 1s not considered to be
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synonymous wtth education ttself, nor does it mean
indtvtdualized education.

Rather, the vocational planning

service is designed to facilitate the entire school operation and to deal particularly with special problems of
students by providing these supporting services.
This service works directly with the student, and the

data is provided to the teachers tn the department in order
that the pro£ram is carried out in a more effective manner.
It provides a set of tools to aid the department to achieve
each of the objectives of training for each student.

This
'
service will carry out all of the activities necessary to

secure information and appraise the student so that his
educational progress may be understood ·and m~t in tlieir
proper individual setting.

It is a service of the guidance

program to help students in a practical way to make an
analysis of themselves, choose a vocation, secure the
necessary training, find the job, and succeed on the job.
At the same time, the service provides the information
about students to teachers and other school personnel.

In order that this phase of the occupational guidance
program will be effective, the following aims and objectives
should be a part of the program:

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
1.

To show students the importance of careful study
in selectin& a vocation.

2.

To help students to determine what skills, abilities,
and other qualifications are needed for his chosen
vocation.
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3.

To show students how to make a self-analysts.

4.

To assist students in getting a proper understanding of what constitutes a suitable vocation.

5.

To help students to see the value of engaging
in a suitable, satisfying, useful occupation.

6.

To familiarize students with occupational
misconceptions and fallacies.

7.

To help students realize the importance of available occupational literature.

8.

To help students understand essential items to be
observed in making an intelligent choice of a
vocation.

STANDARD FOR DEVELOPING THE
OCCUPATIONAL PLAMNING SERVICE
The occupational planning service assumes that adequate
data abOut students can be helpful to administrators, teachers,

and counselors.

Choices and decisions of pupils relating to

educational, occupational, adjustive, and developmental
activities and plans, must be made with full recognition of
the implications of data about each individual.

The selection

of subjects, curricula, schools, extra-curricula activities,
Jobs, and all other student activities ts influenced by his
aptitudes, interests, abilities, attitudes, and experiences.
The essence of occupational planning organization and administration of guidance service ts assisting the student to plan
and carry out courses of actton pnrticularly adapted to his
personal needs.

The key to this planntna activity, upon which

courses of action are predicated, ts f ound in pertinent
personal data.
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It is not enough to secure a job or choose an occupation
and begin work.

making good.

Equally as important ts the question of

Certain characteristics and qualities lead to

advancement, success, and happiness; others lead to failure
and discontent.

Students need help in identifying desirable

characteristics and how to apply them to their own situation.
Those students who prepare for desirable jobs are more
likely to obtain them than those who are not prepared.

How-

ever, most students are not easily impressed wtth the value
of adequate preparation for the business of living.

They

usually do not profit, to an appreciable degree, from what
the vocational department has to offer them because they do
not understand the real purpose of education.

They are often

unable to connect school life with life outside the schoolroom.

Many s t udents would put more energy and initi ative

into school subjects if they realized at the time that they
were laying the foundation for their future careers.
I

ACTIVITIES OF THE PLANNING SERVICE
The occupational planning service will be instrumental
in the collecting, recording, collating, and utilizing information concerning students.

This information is essential

for students planning programs as well as for planning by
teachers, counselors and other school administrators.

The

very nature of the planning service will demand that a
system for keeping detailed information about each student
be maintained .
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Listed in outline fora are the activities of an
effective planntn1 service.
I.

Collection of pupil data
A~

B.

C.

D.

II.

Basic data
1.

Bach student to enter the depart■ent will
fill out . a questionnaire regardina baste
inforaatton.

2.

Bach student will be interviewed.

3.

An individual folder will be made up for
each student.

Test data
1.

A testina program for new students entering
department wtth emphasis on scholastic
aptitude.

2.

A test to determine personal interests.

3.

Special aptitude tests will be 1tven.

Anecdotal data
1.

Anecdotal records contributed by the
subject teachers about the students to
be placed in folder.

2.

Information to be passed on to ensuing
teachers about student ' s strength& and
weaknessea.

Health data

1.

Health data concerntne each student will
be kept by the school nurse .

2.

Special health notes
individual folder .

■ay

be a part of the

Records of pupil data
A.

The ind,t.vtdual folder will be a part of the
student ' s record while in the department.
1.

Within the folder should be p laced the
questtonnatres, interview notes, test
results, grades, and attendance records.
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2.

III.

Informati on will be kept on file for
four years after student leaves department.

Utilizatton of puptl data
A.

The teachers, department heads and counselors
will hold periodic conferences to discuss the
needs of the students.

B.

The counselor will make thuabna11 sketches of
each student in the department and place in the
hands of the teaching teachers.

C.

Information can be used to plan more functional
learning experiences in the department .

D.

Information will be used to help the student
understand himself.

E.

To plan a course of action.

The above activities are examples of work which will
evolve around the planning service.

A more detailed acti-

vity can be carried out once consideration is given to such
variables as budget, personnel, clerical assistance,
facilities, and existing adatnistrative procedures,

THE RELATIONSHIP OP OCCUPATIONAL
PLANNING TO OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION
In a very real sense, the vocational department at Jack
Yates ts concerned with enabling every individual to make the
most of himself.
Vocat1onal education assumes guidance, discovery and recognition of aptitudes and capacities,
and their development tnto socially useful activities. Not only does it assume guidance, but it
provides facilities the lack of which severely
hampers the guidance program in most academic schools .
We learn not only to do by doing, but we learn not to
do by doing; or rather, we learn whether or not we can
do what we think we can. Tratnini ts accompanied by
interpretation and appreciation which constitute education. Vocational education, tempered by guidance,
escapes the evils of regimentation or excessively
11
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rigid control. It is a truism that vocational
education is only as good as vocational cuidance
will let it be, and vocational aiutdance is only
as good as the social facilities tor adjustment.
Vocational education provide, the most important
of these factlities. " l
It is impossible to give any intelligent consideration
to occupational planning except as it relates to occupational preparation.

It is only through such guidance that

school authorities can be assured that their facilities
for occupational preparation are being utilized by the
student who can derive the greatest profit from them.

It

1s, moreover, through such guidance that the students
themselves can be reas onably certain that the preparation
they receive is in line with both their basic aptitudes
and actual emplo7ment opportunities .

Planning and pre-

paration cannot and should not be considered, as they too
often are separate and isolated functions .
elements 1n the total adjustment process.

They are both
Occupational

planntna and occupational preparation are universal needs.
Both should be present in the adjustment problems of
students at Jack Yates.
Guidance ts properly characterized as a continuing
process.

It is necessarily so because neither the indi-

vidual nor his environment remains static.

Quite as

obvious and for the same reason, occupational planning and
occupational preparation s hould be understood as a continutn& process.

A student ts not guided or trained and

Franl•lin 8> Keller, "Principles of Vocational Education, "
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1948) .
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and then dropped off the educational assembly line as a
finished product.

As the maturing student displays at

any point in the long guidance process powers and limitations originally undiscovered and unsuspected, the
education and training he receives should be chaqed
accordingly.

These appropriate changes .i n occupational

preparation and occupational planning, so essential to
the max1mwn development of the individual student, don't
just happen.

Kore often than not, they come about through

the action of an alert teacher or counselor, whose business
it is to understand the student and his needs and whose
judgment has the respect of the teachers and administrators
in charge of the vocational proaram.
I:f the school fails to provide the activities of the

planning service, it is difficult to imagine how the school
can provide students with valuable occupattonal preparation.

Yet, with the help of such a service, the choice ot courses
or occupational fields are certain to be more realistic,
both in terms of the individual student's aptitudes and
later his employment opportunities.
StJJOWlY

The occupational planning service encompasses the

collection, recording, and use of pupil data for the pupil's
own planning activities as well as for the teacher who wants
to provide the best possible trade training climate.
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The discussion of the aims and objectives, developing
the planning service, activities of the planning service,
and the relationship between occupational planning and
occupational preparation ts intended to show the effectiveness of us1na the collectea and recorded pupil data .

Pupil

data which are not collected and used, weaken the individual

planning activities.

CBAPTDIV

OCCUPATIONAL lNl'ORMATlON SERVICE
ln this 1nvestigat1on, the term occupational information is used to mean any and all kinds of information
regarding any position, job or occupation, providing
that the tntormation ts potentially useful to a person
who ts choosing an occupation.

More briefly stated,

occupational 1ntormat1on means tacts about jobs tor use tn
the occupational information service.
In developing an adequate occupational information

service tor Jack Yates, one must purchase, file, and put
into the use the materials necessary tor developing the
services.

After a need for the service has been establish-

ed the followtna items Will be discussed as cbaracteristtcs
of an occupattonal informatton service to support a sound
vocational education program:
1.

2
3.
4.

Personnel
Bud1et
Sousing facilities
Publicity
THE NEED FOR TRI SERVICE

Occupational information is an educational essential.
As the society becomes more complex and as the school grows
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and changes its nature and structure, individuals increasingly find themselves confused and in need of assistance
toward utilizing to the fullest their talents and their
opportunities .

This need includes an adequate occupational

information service .
Students at Jack Yates are no longer able

to

review a

cross-section of the world's work by walking the length of

Main street downtown.

Students today ru.·e faced with the

problem of becoatng acquainted with an increasingly complex
world of work .

Yet, they are able to observe and talk to

workers in only a limited number of occupational fields.

That is why they must employ more and more indirect means
to gain much of their occupational inform.atton.
infor■atton,

To get this

students must depend upon a collection of

printed, visual and audio materials concerning occupational

and training facilities.

These are indispensable tools for

occupational planning by students.
ln occupational planning, it is impossible as it is
unnecessary for the individual to explore in detail the
entire vast and complicated world of work.

Nevertheless,

he can and should acquire a general understanding of our
industrial and occupational life.

Also, he can and should

acquatnt himself with the broad fields of work that appear
to fall within the orbit of his preferences, capacities,
and opportunities.

In most cases, the individual gradually

narrows the list of possibilities to the one field of work
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and finally, at the time of employment, to the occupation
that appears to be suitable for him.

Such a collection of

information to establish these guidelines is the occupational information service.

PERSONNEL, BUDGET, AND FACILITIES
FOR THE OCCUPATIONAL lNJ'ORJlATION SERVICB
The effectiveness of any occupational information
service depends to a large extent upon the administrative
provision for personnel, budget, housing facilities,
publicity, and for the actual use of this service.

Because

occupattonal information ts constantly changing, new materials
are necessary to the proper growth of the service.

This is

possible only if sufficient funds are earmarked for this
purpose.

Both new and old materials require meaningful and

usable methods o1 storage.

After they are stored properly,

they have to be introduced to students through referrals,
displays and other means of publicity.
Within the school tt is necessary for someone, preferably the librarian or the counselor, to administer the
service.

That ts, someone has to purchase, house, publicize,

and actually put the collection of materials to good use .
Only through proper planning of such admtnistrative provision is the occupational information service able to
keep tn step with other guidance services.

PERSONNEL
The development and operation of the information service are the responsibilities of the entire school staff.
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The part:t.cpation of all ts essential to the success of the
program.

It is important to study the function of each

member of the staff.

PRINCIPAL
"The principal of any school ts theoretically responsible for that school's educational program. " 1 Basically,
his role is one of direct leadership .

The information here

concerning the duties of all staff personnel is taken
directly from the Faculty Manual of Jack Yates Se nior High
for the 1 966-1967 School Year.
The principal ts a liason officer between the staff of
this building and the administrative staff of our control

office.

Be has the following general duties~

1.

General adminis tration and supervision of all
teachtng personnel.

2.

General administration and supervision of all
pupil personnel.

3.

Establishment and maintenance of good schoolcommunity relations.

4.

General supervision of the classroom learning
phase of the education&l pr~g=aJlls.

5.

All other functions pertaining to the smooth
operation of the school plant.

First Vice-Principal
The f i rst vice-principal, in the absence of the principal, is in complete authority of thi s physi cal plant.

Edward C. Roeber, •·Organization and Admintstratton of
Guidance Service . " (l\"ew York: McGraw-Bill Book Co., 1955).
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In additton, the first vice-principal has the following
duties:
1.

Pupil accounting

2.

Supervisor of physical plant and campus

3.

Supervisor of all assembly programs

4.

Administration of teacher's supervisory assignment

5.

Admintstration and supervision of behavior of all
boys

6,

Administrative head of data processing and
scheduling

7.

Supervision of instructors, particularly in the
academic area.
Second Vice-Principal

He ts the second assistant to the principal tn the
structure of line of authority.

The term second Vice-

principal ts employed here for clarity in designating very
similar functions.

Be ts in charge in the absence of both

principal and first vice-principal.

He has the following

duties:
1.

Supervisor of vocational education

2.

Supervisor of instruction in all areas, concentrating in vocational industrial department

3.

Promotes work-study outlets

4.

Supervise locker rental programs

5.

General supervision of boys

6.

Supervision of all athletic events in and
around the school.
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LIBRARY ST/iFF
The school librarian performs the :following duties
related to the use of the library matertals in the accomplishment of the school's instructional program:
1.

To evaluate, acquire, organize, and catalog
materials

2.

To acquaint those served by the library with its
collection, the use o:f materials, and its potential
services

3.

To plan with teachers on the use of the library in
the instructional program

4.

To provide for individual as well as class use of
the library

5.

To train and supervise the services of such
additional personnel as are needed to provide
adequate library services .

In a careful review of the duties of some ot the key
staff personnel, it

is

easily determined that the school is

organized in an efficient manner .

There ts a principal to

oversee the complete school picture; two vice-principals,
one of which is in charge of the vocational department; and
the duttes of the library staff give tmpetus for providing
thi! additional service.
The occupational counselor cannot be expected to

supervtse the occupational information service directly .
This responsibility will be delegated to the library staff.
The counselor should assume some of the leadership in

developing and maintaining this service.

The school librarian

should be made sympathetic to the need for adequate, current
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occupational information.

Most librarians are not well

acquainted with this type of service.

So, indifference

on their part 1s understandable and probably excusable
until they have had an opportunity to become familiar with

the purpose and function of the service.

Ho matter what

the librarian's initial points of vtew, librarians who show
interest and skill in administering this service reldeve
the counselor of many tasks that are not directly related
to his counsel i ng responsibilities.

In short, school

librarians can play an extremely important role in any
guidance program, and especially in the development of the
occupational information service.

BUDGET
If the occupatlonal information service is to survive,
let alone thrive, it must have an adequate budget and make
wise use of that budget.

The size . of the budset ts defi-

nitely related to the purposes and resources of the
occupattonal informatton service .

The size of this budget

depends upon whether it already has . materials that are a
foundation for the building process.
There are two important facts to remember about a
school's budget for the occupational intormation service.
First, this service ts. a defensible educational offering
which cannot survive on scraps from the educational budgetary table .

Therefore, a definite and reasonable sum of
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money has to be allocated for this service and bas to be
appropriated to allow for expenditures each month .

These

expenditures may be heavier some months than others.
Within reason, budgetary needs for the information

service can be adjusted to the financial resources of the
school and vocational department.

The

twelve trades areas

could charge a small fee for some of the services rendered.
For example, the auto mechanics shop could charge a small
fee for labor in the repairing of ones car.

The commercial

foods class might bake and sell cookies, or the electronics
lab might charge a small fee for repairing someone ' s television set.

These are only a few examples of how the

service could be financed.

Certainly, the first year of

building this service will require a larger budaet .

(The

school could purchase the initial materials on a budget
of $100.00.)

Efforts should also be made to acquire all the

free materials available.

In subsequent years, the minimum

budget could range from $40 to $60 per year.
In establishing an adequate budget, the following items
should be considered:
1.

Cost of information materials

2.

Cost of filins plan (commercial or plain manila
folders and colored tab labels)

3.

Office supplies, (stamps, post cards, paper,
stationery, envelopes, and stencils)

4.

Equipment (shelves, filing cabinets, bulletin
boards and display racks).
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HOUSING FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
The caq>us of Jack Yates Senior High School ts approxtmately four city blocks in area.

Its physical plant

i s ~preaded out over a vast area and it 1s as modern as
any high school in the city of Houston.

located on the first floor.

The library is

It is in a central location

and very close by the counselors' offices.

The library

has approximately 2,200 square feet of floor space .

There

are two work rooms in the library and in the main body are
sufficient tables and shelves.

The personnel of the library

staff include the head librarian, one librarian assistant
and a library clerk.

In addition to these persons, many

students are used to performing whatever duties necessary
in the operation of the library .
Por these reasons listed, the library is the ideal
location of the occupatio~al inf ormation service.

One

corner of the library might be utilized for the materials
center.

All materials may be brouaht toaether, shelved,

and displayed in this corner or section of the room.

In

addition to this arrangement, the use of tables, racks and
bulletin boards can serve the purpose ot the center.

In

case the library does not have all the necessary equipment,
such items as additional shelves and filing cabinets may
be constructed in the wood and metal shops, thus saving
unnecessary expense,
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PUBLICIZING THE INFORMATION SERVICE
Displays, especially those on bulletin beards, have
been called the face of the vocational guidance program. 2
If the occupational information service ts not made known

to all students and teachers altke, tt has a narrow chance
of being at all effective.

The publicity given to this

material center should serve three major purposes:
1.

It may be used to arouse the interests of students
in guidance services, such as the vocational planning service discussed in chapter two ot this
report.

2.

It may provide students with many types of information, such as relationships between school
subjects and occupations, current occupational
trends, or descriptions of occupations and industries.

3.

It aay direct students to sources of further
assistance, such as the occupational tnformatton
library, counselors, or classroom teachers .

The common forms of publicity to be used Will include
the following:
1.

Bulletin boards

2.

Display racks

3.

Articles in the school paper

4.

A general description in the school handbook

5.

Announcements over tnterconmruntcation system

6.

Career day activities

7.

Teacher referrals to the information

2
William Karp, ''The Bulletin Board As A Tool of Vocational Guidance, " (May, 1943).
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By coordinating a number of these forms of publicity,

students may become and remain aware ot this information
resource.

Experience indicates that memories are some-

times short-lived unless pupils feel an immediate need
for information.

Consequently, plans for publicity should

include provts tons for calling attention pertodtcally to
the types and locatton of this information.

PROVISIONS FOR THE USE 01' OCCUPATIONAL INPORIIATlON
Occupational information ts useless until tt ts used
to assist students and teachers in their planntna activities.

The counselor needs the information for his use with

individual counselees.

Teachers can use the information as

a part of their course content.

Students will use the

informatton in making their vocational choices .

In any

plan for the use of this 1nformat1on, the counselor must
coordinate the efforts of all staff members .
The ultimate objective of the occupational inforaation
service ts, of course, to advance its use by students,
teachers and counselors.

To work toward this objective,

the service should adhere to sensible and practical
administrative regulations.

Administrative regulations

or prov1s1ons tor operating an occupational information
service should foster two desirable conditions.

Ptrst,

all material should be readily accessible to all consumers.
Second, all material should be easily obtainable by consumers
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for either home or classroom use.

If these two prevail,

students can no longer use the excuse that the library
requires too much red tape for them to obtain the occupational information they need or want.
If the library maintains proper regulations, students
wtll feel free to check out and return more of this material.
If the budget for_ the information center can allow for losses
of materials, the security regulations can be somewhat relaxed in order to encourage students to make greater use of
this material.

The central idea ts to get the students to

use the materials available to them.
SUIQIARY

The occupational information service utilizes all types
of data needed by students in their planning activities.
Systematic provisions for all types of occupational information discussed in this chapter involves the budget, personnel, and facilities for maintaining the material center.
The main tdea in this chapter is the establishment of
a material center centrally located and available to all
students.

CHAPTER V
PLACBIIENT AND fOLLOW-UP SERVICE
In setting the stage for the complete developaent of
the occupational guidance service, one phase in the total
adjustment process remains to be discussed.

This remain-

ing phase ts the placement and follow-up servtce - a
service which involves the provision for practical
assistance both to students in their quests f or jobs,
and to employers with vacanctes which qualified students
can fill .
In the previous discussion of occupational preparation,
the fact was emphasized that no good purpose could be served
by considering it apart from occupational guidance .

In the

saae sense and for precisely the same reasons, placement
and follow-up

JIIUSt

be considered in relation to both

guidance and preparation.

They ar e all related to the

same objectives of adjusting students to the occupations
they are most clearly qualified to perform,

To quote f rom

the stimulating and informative pages of the 1938 interim
report of the Mat1onal Occupational Conference, "Pl acement
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is the end results toward which both occupational instructions and occupational counseling point. " 1

THE NEED FOR THE PLACEMENT AND
FOLLOW-UP SERVICE
The placement and follow-up function must be made
known to the employers and would-be employees, a need which
can be met only by a properly functtontng guidance program.
Placement ts a function of the complete occupat1onal guidance
program within the program of vocattonal education.

I t is

the responsibility of the occupational guidance counselor
in cooperation with teachers, supervisors, and admintstrators of the proaram of vocational education to see that
the products of the program are placed tn the labor market
for which they have been trained.

This important function

ot placement cannot be avoided or delegated to any other
agency.

The abi l ity to place those students who have

participated in pre-employment training in the occupations
for which they have been trained ts the supreme test of the
effectiveness of the training and the acceptance of the
training program by employers and workers.

The most effective

counseling 1s l imited in value unless the counselee is able
to practice bis learning in the proper setting.

When the

counselee ts a student, hts setting ts the school, the home,

Occupational Adjustment Intrim Report, 1938, "Occupattonal Education Tour For School . u Superintendent (New York:
National Occupational Conference), p. 38.
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and the community.

As a high school graduate and as an

adult, bis setting includes his life as a gainful worker.
The placement service is concerned with the follow-through
given to puptl-planntng.

A

pupil may plan a series of cur-

ricular experiences which lead eventually to some type of
training or vocattonal objectives.

Bis actual enrollment

tn the proper courses and his placement on the job are the
needs to be met by an effective placement and follow-up
service.

ORGANIZING AND ADMINISTERING TSE PLACEMENT SERVICE
In any discussion of organtztng and administering an
educational service, it ts frequently difficult to disttnptsh between the two processes of administration and
organization.

The term org~ntzatton may refer to the first

steps of developing a new service, whtle administering may
be the process of fostering continued growth 1n the new
servi.ce according to some plan .

In actual practi ce,

however, gui dance services are in a perpetual state of
being organized; thus it 1s difficult or even impossible
at times to draw a line between organizing and admtnistering guidance services.

In order to alleviate some of this

difficulty, the four elements of an occupattonal 6P,lidance
program have been discussed separately with emphasis

being placed upon major points 1n an attempt to show how
much a service could benefit the vocational educatton
department at Jack Yates.
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Types of organizational patterns in placement programs
are usually organized by one of several patterns,

In one

pattern, called the decentralized plan, various trade classes,
or individual teachers in the department, are responsible
for plactng students on jobs in their respective areas .

By

this method, the printing instructor will pl ace his students
in the printing industry.

The drafting instructor will

place his students in drafting jobs and at the same ttme
the metal trades instructor will find jobs available for
his students in weldtng, sheet metal work or machine shops.
The argument for use of this decentralized plan ts based
on the idea that, since the tndivtdual teachers are fam1liar
with potential employers in their area, they are in a good
position to locate jobs.

In addition, they are usually

acquainted with the student in their areas and therefore,

have a knowledge of their interests, needs, and capabilities.
Another organizational pattern, called the centralized
plan, places the resp~nsibili_ty for the place~ent ot students under a centralized head who works closely with other
members ot the faculty.

ln this plan, the person responsible

for placement seeks employment possibilities for students,
gather such information about students as is pertinent for
placement, develops the necessary forms and records for
placement, publicizes the placement service, conducts
follow-up on students who have been employed, and asststs
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students tn finding jobs in accordance with their interest
and training.

The assumption behind this type of organi-

zation ts that the placeaent :functi.on ts a speciali.ty,
requiring a properly trained individual who can devote
his time to developing a systematic procedure for assisting
all students in finding jobs or cont1.nuing their educational

tratntng.
-Other organizational patterns which can be established
for the purpose of placement would include combtnations of
the two preceding types.

In some cases, there might be a

centralized placement ot students in their areas . In other
cases, departments might provide the actual contract through
a centralized office .

Many vartattons of the centralized-

decentralized patterns mtght be used.

SKELETON DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLACEMENT
ABD FOLLOW-UP SERVICE
The development of the placement service will involve a
number of problems which are directly related to organtzational problems.

Many different methods and tcchntques may be

employed in organizing a placement service.

Certain factors

must be examined in an attempt to develop the most effective
organizational pattern, some of the factors are:

the stze

of the school, number of employers, public employment agenctes and personnel.

Thts investiaatton is interested in

presenting techntques that would be useful tn establishing
a centralized placement program for Jack Yates and its
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vocational education department.

Listed below are four

basic steps to develop a placement program:

1.

Determining the scope of the service

2.

Personnel to do "the work

3.

Provision for physical facilities

4.

Selling the placement program to students, staff
and potential employers.
DETERIUNING THE SCOPE OF THE SERVICE

In infttattng the placement service, i t is necessary to
determine the amount of s ervice to be provided .

For example,

will the service be provided for iraduating seniors only, or
Will asststance be given to seniors, to those desiring part

time work, drop-outs, and alumni?

It may be necessary to

make a survey of the student's needs to determine how many
need part time work or ass:t.stance in getting jobs once they

leave school.

In addition, a communtty survey may be

necessary to determine what jobs are available, how much
labor turnover exists in the community, and what qualtfications employers are seek ing.
Involved in the problem of determining the scope of
the placement service is the problem of ascertaining the
extent to which placement work is now being performed, if
at all.

Answers to the following questions will help de-

termine the scope of the servtce.
1.

Will the centralized placement service ftnd Jobs
for all students?
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2.

Are various faculty members assisting students
in finding work?

3.

Bow frequently do employers call the school
seelttng students for work in various trades?

4.

Bow adequate are the prov1s1ons for placement
work?

5.

What studies have been made to indicate the
availability of jobs and the recent success of
graduates?

These are just a few questions to be answered in developing the placement program.

The answers to these questtons

and other factors will place the school in a position to
know how much aoney, time, and personnel will be necessary
to provide adequate placement services.
PERSONNEL TO DO THE WORK

The operation of the placement service W:i.11 require
the service of an individual who can establish friendly
cordial relattonshtps between students and prospective
employers .

This individual may be the counselor, a teacher

or the vice-principal in charge "of vocational education.
Because the work load of the placement office will be quite
heavy, students may be assigned by various periods in the
school day to assist the placement worker.

As pointed out in

Chapter II of this report, the qualifications of the occupational counselor will also meet tho qualifications suggest-

ed tn thts chapter:
1.

Personnel tratntna and expertence

2.

A knowledge of the community

3.

Work experience tn addition to that of teaching
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4.

Servtce as a counselor or as an active guidance
worker in the school .

5.

Enjoyment of directing placement work

6.

Knowledge of child labor laws.

It is impossible to place too much emphasis on the prop-

er selection of an individual to be responsible for the

placement work; the success or failure of the program will
depend largely upon this individual.

PROVISION FOR PHYSICAL FACILITIES
The provisions for the facilities of the placement service will involve two considerations:
1.

The actual facilities of the placement office

2.

The location of the placement office in relattonsbtp to other administrative and guidance offices.

The size of the placement office and the amount and
k inds of equipment Will depend upon the stze of the departaent.

The equipment should tnclude such items as desks,

chairs, telephone, files, typewriter, and bOok shelves.

interview room should be provided.

An

Clerical help ts essen-

tial to a successful program and the physical facilities
must be provided for clerical work.
The placement office, like the occupattonal information
service discussed in Chapter III, should be located in a
central place easily accessible to both students and employing officials.

It is also highly destrable for this office

to be located conveniently to other admtntstrat1ve offices
and to the counseling service as well.
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SELLING THE PLACEIIENT PROGRAM
For a placement program to be effective, the director
must constantly be concerned about the problem of selling
his product (the student) to business and industry.

Ho

matter how well the placement program may be oreantzed in
the school, it cannot be effective if there is no conttnuous
flow of contacts between the placement office and the employers of the community.

Listed below are some of the methods

and techniques the placement director might use to keep the
channels of communtcation open:
1.

Direct vtetts to industry

2.

Direct mail

3.

Telephone solicitation

4.

Inviting representatives of industry to the

school
5.

Responding to "help wanted" adverti.serzients

6.

Trade connections of teachers of trade subjects

7.

Career day programs.

FUNCTIONS OF THE PLACEMENT AND
FOLLOW- UP SERVICE
A properly functioning placement and follow- up service
will have several objectives to accomplish, which include:
1.

Job placement

2.

Training placement

3.

Currtcular placement

4.

Extra-class placement and follow-up studtes .
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However, for the purpose of this investtgatton, job
. placement and follow-up studies will be discussed.

At this

time they seem more neces&ary in getting tht.s type of program started.

.JOB PLACEMENT
Job placement involves assistance both to young people
in their quest for employment and to employers in their
search for qualified workers.

Anna Y. Reed in her book

" .Jun:t.or Wage Earners," termed effecttve placement "the
alpha and omega of vocational guidance," 2 the alpha because
finding suitable jobs for young people furnish the facts
upon which ea~lier steps in vocat1onal guidance may be
based, the omega because it conswmnates and effectu~tes
the whole process of educational and vocational guidance.
Consequently, placement personnel must make every effort
to tnduct youth tnto the kind of employment tbat is tn
harmony with his abilities and interest and in which be
will achieve a reasonable measure of competency and sattsfactton .

To perform a discriminating aervtce, genutne

study must be made of the need of employers as well as of
the individual interest, ability, achievements, likes and
'

dislikes of the youth .

Anna Y. Beed, ".Jun:tor Wage Earners, ' (New York:
The MacMillan Company, 1920) pp. 162-4.
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FOLLOW-UP STUDIES
Effectiveness of placement service, tralning, and
guidance may be tested by a considerable variety of
follow-up studtes and services.

These studies should be

conducted to discover the geographical and occupattonal
djstribution of students leaving the department.

The

studies will determine the extent to which former students
are actually employed in the kind of work for which they

are trained .

The placement office will follow-up the

students they have sent out on the job tn order to test
the appropriateness of their referrals .
Follow-up should operate as a regular part of
placement procedure by which attempts are made to evaluate
how well students adjust on the Jobs to whtch they have
been referred.

Such studies should seek ~nswers to some of

the following questtons:

1.

Bow long does tbe student stay on the job?

2.

Is he doing satisfactory work?

3.

Does he feel at home on the job?

4.

Does he see possibilities for promotion?

5.

Bas be left the job?

If so, for what reason?

The answers to these questions provide valuable information to all connected with the training process .

Follow-up studies are the acid test of the effectiveness of an occupation guidance program.

Without such tests,

1t 1s diff:tcult to 1mag1ne how repetition of mistakes can

be avotded or how continued progress oan be made.
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SUDARY
In this chapter the following topics were discussed
as being very useful in developing the placement and followup prosram:
1.

The need for the program

2.

Organization and admtnistratton of the program

3.

Types of organtzat1.onal patterns

4.

The skeleton development of the program

5.

Functions of the program

P l acement programs vary in their organtzattonal structure .

Some are decentralized with various individuals or

departments responsible for providing assistance to
students.

Others are centralized with the responsibility

ot placement of students comtng under a centralized head.
Combinations of these two organizational structures may be
used.

Por efficient service, tt seems desirable to have

some form of centraltzatton so that placement activities

may be coordinated with other elements of the 'g uidance
program.

But, regardless of the size of the department

or the organizattonal plan for placement, it 1s essential
that the above steps be taken if the placement service ts
to be effective .

CHAPTER VI
SUDARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOIIIIENDATIONS
SUIOIA.RY

In an attempt to improve the vocational education at
Jack Yates, individual planning by students emerges as a
necessary part of the educational objectives.

As the

curriculum expands, the need for careful choice becomes
■ore

important.

If teachers attempt to individualize

instruction, the need for information about students
becomes more essential.

If students are encouraged to

become more self-directive, their need for understanding
themselves become more evident.
The purpose of this investigation has been to out-

line four elements of an occupational guidance service:
(1) the occupational counselor assumes

a quasi-administra-

tive staff position, initiating policies through bis own
powers of persuasion and serves as consultant and executor
of the guidance service; (2) the occupational planning
service must consider provisions for facilities, equipment#
'.'\.-

materials and personnel for handling the daija; (3) the
occupattonal information service utilizes all types of data
needed by students tn their planning activities ; and (4)
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the placement and follow-up servtce provides the followthrough and evaluation to all planning activities undertaken as a result ot other guidance services.
CONCLUSIONS
It is of fundamental importance to understand a
program of occupational guidance as meeting only a part of
our total obligations to prepare students for satisfactory
living and constructive participation in community life.
It is equally important to realize that such programs,
however comprehensive, adequate, and realistic, cannot
in themselves solve the crucial problem of unemployment
now facing many graduates.

Such programs can and do

stimulate employment among youth.

But, they cannot in

themselves provide jobs for all who need and want them .
In its broadest sense, an occupational guidance program would provide practical and sympathetic guidance to
many high school students who are stranded in the widening
wasteland between formal schooling and gainful employment.
For the more fortunate, it would point the way to a
satisfying escape into the world where people work.

For

others, tt would suggest a return to schools for training
which their occupational opportunities may require.

In

the case of those youth for whom no jobs can be found, and
for whom further schooling is not a practical plan, every
possible effort would be made to divert their energies into
channels of purposeful and constructive activity.
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The four related elements of the occupational guidance
prograa are involved in the adjustment of actual or potential
workers. These services should be placed wtthin the reach of
every boy and girl at Jack Yatea.

RBCOIOlmtDATIORS
The vocational department should take pride in it•
achieveaenta, but not be content with

the■.

In this day of

rapid chaqe, realistic modernization of the pro1ram must
take place. In order to provide students with more occupattonal

skill• and to aesb training prograas with eaplo,aent
opportuntttea, the following reco-endationa are listed:
1. To employ a full

ti■e

occupattonal guidance

counselor to organize and administer the occupational
SUidance service.
2. To organize the program, the department head may

serve aa coordinator tn the event a full time occupational
counselor cannot be employed.
3. To utilize a coabtnatton of the centralized and

decentralized plan of or1anizatton for effective ptdance
services.
It ia a futher recommendation of this report that
futher detailed studies be made as to the feasibility of
such a progrua for Jack Yates Senior High School.
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